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Overview

 Two types of nasality:

 1. Morphological: leftward spreading, morpheme based

 2. Phonological/segmental: non-spreading (rightward co-articulation?), 

segment based

 Oral stops are underlyingly nasal stops

 Nasal morphemes (roots) have limited tonal contours

 Nasal words have limited phonotactics

 Airflow data can help clarify the degree of leftward morphological 

nasal spread/harmony and rightward coarticulation



¡Mã wishpi shĩnãbakiki kedeki!

¡No olvides escribir con cejas!
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Background about nasality

 Loos 2006:  Describes Yaminahua of the Yurúa river as having 

discontinuous spread from final, deleted /n/ to first vowel of a root 
(passing over an intervening vowel)

 Describes voiced stops as prenasalized in oral position

 Mostly shows disyllabic roots where the last vowel was transcribed as 

oral… 



Loos 2006 – voiced stop data

 BUT:



Loos 2006 – the discontinuous data



Sepahua Yaminahua

 Doesn’t work like Loos 2006.

 Oral stops are either oral or nasal, never pre/post-nasalized

 No evidence of discontinuous spread

 Most of my questions have to do with differences between 

morphological (spreading) and segmental/phonological (co-

articulating) nasality



Segmental inventory



Nasal vs. Oral voiced stops

 When voiced stops are deleted, they trigger nasality on the vowel



Nasal vs Oral voiced stops

 But there is one suffix where nasality is not triggered, the causative  

/-mad/

 So maybe there’s also a /d/?

 This is a morpheme to look into!



Metrical phonology

 Metrical phonology triggers the same consonant deletion where /n/ 

would occur as the onset of a new metrical foot:



Morphological (spreading) nasality

 Roots either surface as oral or nasal:



Morphological (spreading) nasality

 Nasal roots also have HL tonal contour, except for a small class of LL:

 Are these different in terms of the realization of nasality?



Morphological (spreading) nasality

 Roots (and affixes) can be nasalized by certain morphemes

 Ergative/Instrumental case, Augmentative, Malefactive, Reciprocal, 

others



Morphological (spreading) nasality

 Some morphemes are realized as nasalization only:



Morphological (spreading) nasality

 If stops are underlyingly nasal, then what we’re seeing is actually 

oralization… But if they’re underspecified, then let’s call it 
nasalization

 Triggered by nasal “feature”

 Targets are voiced segments

 What about flap?

 Does /j/ behave differently?

 All segment types appear to be transparent



Morphological (spreading) nasality

 Not all morphemes with surface nasality trigger nasal spread:



Morphological (spreading) nasality

 But are there differences between lexically nasal roots and roots

that have aquired nasality via spread?

 E.g.,

[n ̃u ̃w ̃ɨ̃] /juwɨN/ ‘brujo’ vs. [n ̃ãw ̃ã] /jawa =N/

 Speakers seem to be more okay with writing <n ̃> for inherent than

aquired nasality in initial position, but is this just some weird

phonotactic thing? (there are very few lexemes with initial [j ̃] 



Diachronic Tangent

 Morphological nasal features seem to come from diachronically 

deleted nasals

 E.g., ergative in most other Panoan languages is –n

 For roots longer than 2 syllables the ergative is –nẽ

 Sometimes you can still see the deleted nasal synchronically:



Root phonotactics

 You can’t mix oral and nasal

 Exception: [j ̃á̃kì̃ʃ] ‘axe handle’ in Nahua (it’s oral in Yaminahua)

 There may be additional exceptions in Nahua!

 So far they’re not disyllabic: e.g., [júi ́ná̃] ‘game animal’

 Other exceptions involve morphological complexity:

 ergative case on de-truncated nouns: [áwápà̃] ‘tapir-ERG’

 Words formed with classifiers: [ʃi ́ki ́ʃwi ̃̀ ] ‘charichuelo fruit’ (-wi ̃ = CLF:fruit)

 Words with initial /j ̃/ are quite rare compared to oral /j/ or other 
nasal(ized) segments



Inherently oral roots

 Some roots (previewed on the slide before) block nasal spread

through the (whole) morpheme:

 1) de-truncated roots have final nasal vowel only (?)

 2) roots with 3+ syllables take “full” form of ergative –nɨ ̃

ba ́ʃa ́ɾu ́ ->  ba ́ʃa ́ɾu ́nɨ̃̀ ‘jaguar’ + erg



Questions

 How much does nasality co-articulate to the right?

 How far does it spread in de-truncated roots?

 Is the realization of segmental nasality different than morphological 

nasality?

 Are non-spreading nasal morphemes different somehow? (other 

than not spreading nasality…)

 What’s up with the cases where nasality defies the phonotactic 

restrictions?

 Are inherently nasal and aquired nasal root surface forms different?


